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The Green Issue

Restoring Henry Ford’s Floors
Better Pricing Strategies
Sanding with a Generator

PF

SUBFLOORS, SUBFLOOR PREP + MOISTURE METERS
Ceno Group
Ceno Group’s Scraper +Plus
removes paint, adhesives,
epoxy, thinset and more from a
concrete subfloor, the company
says. It is environmentally safe,
fits any floor machine and is
ideal for uneven concrete, the
company adds.

ceno-usa.com

dB Sound Control Solutions
The dB-4Pro is a mass-loaded,
limp-vinyl sound-damping
material that has been engineered
to reduce sound transmission. It
is used underneath hard flooring
surfaces to reduce both impact
and airborne noises and delivers
an impact insulation class (IIC) as
high as 70 on concrete slabs.

dbsoundcontrol.com
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Delmhorst Instrument Co.
D

Electro Plastics Inc./STEP Warmfloor
STEP Warmfloor is a low-voltage, self-regulating, PTC
Nano-polymer heating
system. Its self-regulating
properties mean the
elements act as a floor
sensor over the whole
surface—they cannot
overheat and can go
under all floors, including
wood. The system can
run on AC/DC and is
extremely energy efficient,
the company says.

warmfloor.com

Fidbox LLC
The HMbox monitors the job site and substrate pre-installation,
and the Fidbox (embedded into the floor) monitors the product,
substrate and job site post-installation. These pre- and postinstallation tech tools save the
contractor time, money, aggravation
and possible litigation, the company
says. The devices create reports
that can be printed or emailed to
the flooring manufacturer, builder,
homeowner or whomever has interest
in the data they collect.

fidbox.net

P
ProScan
is Delmhorst’s pinless
m
moisture meter for flooring installers
aand inspectors to determine if wood
iis at equilibrium with its environment.
P
ProScan has built-in species correction
ccapability through specific gravity
aadjustment to measure a wide range of
w
wood types, making it ideal for wood
fflooring, the company says.

delmhorst.com
d
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Fortifiber Building Systems Group
SEE OUR AD ON PAGE 41

DriTac Flooring Products
DriTac’s new and improved MCS 7000 is a “green” two-part epoxy,
concrete moisture control system that mitigates vapor emissions up
to 100 percent relative humidity and 25 pounds. Offering a low perm
rating, enhanced warranty and six-hour cure time, it is designed to
be a first line
of defense
against subfloor
moisture
damage in
wood and
resilient flooring
installations,
the company
says.

Accord sound-rated flooring pad maintains
comfort underfoot,
providing an acoustic
barrier along with
dependable moisture
vapor protection with
no detectable VOCs,
Fortifiber Building
Systems Group says.
Its integrated seam
seal tape makes it
easy to install, the
company adds.
It is also a Class
I moisture vapor
barrier over concrete.

fortifiber.com

dritac.com
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